The hidden costs of an always-on, high-pressure culture

Intentionally or unintentionally, many leaders have shaped a high-pressure, take-noprisoners culture to drive performance and 'win' in the market. Based on the
assumption that pressure pushes employees to perform more, better, and faster,
these leaders are often blind to the hidden costs of this approach.
In a recent article, Proof that Positive Work Cultures are More Productive,
Harvard Business Review outlines the cost of cultures where constant, extreme
pressure has become the norm and engagement suffers:

An alternative approach to winning in the market

"To win in the marketplace,
you must first win in the workplace."
Doug Conant, CEO of Campbell Soup

A postitive culture where employees well-being is supported and they are highlyengaged is a far more sustainable recipe for success.
Creating this culture is however, a journey, not an event. It is the result of an
intentional focus on strengthening the different drivers of engagement over time
and cannot be achieved overnight.
Free To Grow combines an outside-in and inside-out approach to wellbeing and
growing and sustaining high engagement levels:
Outside-in by equipping leaders to create a work environment where their
people want to bring their best.
Inside-out by shifting employee mindsets so that they experience work as a
gift, and are inspired to bring their best to work every day.
Our wellbeing and employee engagement programmes equip each stakeholder for
their specific role while creating a common language around wellbeing and
engagement.

Wellbeing: the foundation
“In today's always-on environment, our ability to 'stay well' and maintain a fit
attitude and frame of mind, has a huge impact on our engagement and
performance. And the organisation must take responsibility for building a work
environment which facilitates and supports fitness: from exercise to food to
work environment to management."

This quote from Josh Bersin goes back to 2016. How much more relevant is it
today?
The CIPD's 2021 Health and Wellbeing at Work Report provides valuable
insights into building healthy workplaces.
Another remarkable resource is Staying Strong. Developed to strengthen
employees' emotional wellbeing and resilience, it equips employees to
persevere during tough times.
Staying Strong provides:
consistent messages of resilience and care creating a common language
regarding wellbeing in your organisation
HR and leaders with the tools and skills to demonstrate their care and
positively impact the wellbeing of their employees
a multi-layered, blended approach with different implementation options.
CLICK HERE to download the Staying Strong e-profile

Our approach to strengthening engagement
We support organisations to win in the marketplace and win in the workplace through
aligning the hearts and minds of employees to the goals and strategies of the
organisation. Our programmes strengthen the 4 P’s critical to engagement:
understanding the Purpose and big Picture, buying into the Plan to help the
organisation thrive and being internally motivated to play their Part.

For more details, download our Culture & Engagement e-profile

The Return on your Investment (ROI)

For more more evidence of the Return on Investment of a holistic approach to
employee engagement, download the remarkable story of CCBSA: From Devil's
land to Heaven's land.

Contact Alinda Nortje, founder and Executive Chair on +27 82 852 6323
or alinda@ftgsa.co.za or Kim van Schoor on +27 84 442 5619 or

kim@ftgsa.co.za to explore how Free To Grow's offerings can ignite
purpose, passion and potential for growth in your organisation.

Like and follow our social pages for news, insights, thought-provoking content and more.

